FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Nobo Competes in Midwest Region AlphaLab Gear Hardware Cup
Digital health startup competes as semi-finalist for regional award
and advancement to final round of international-level competition
MILWAUKEE – April 3, 2018 – Nobo, a local digital health startup, announced today it will be
competing against five other companies this evening in the Midwest regionals for the AlphaLab
Gear Hardware Cup, an international pitch competition for early-stage hardware startups. The
event will be held from 6:00 PM – 8:00 PM CDT at the Chicago Connectory, located at 222 W
Merchandise Mart Plaza in Chicago.
“We are looking forward to the
opportunity to share our technology
with the panelists and judges as part of
this competition,” said Russ Rymut,
CEO and founder of Nobo.
Mr. Rymut will be sharing the concept
and product development around his
company’s flagship device, B60, a noninvasive wearable, which tracks the
user’s hydration levels in real-time
using proprietary technology in
conjunction with a mobile application.
The company ultimately aims to utilize
its technology to provide new insights
into the human body through
previously unmeasured parameters.
The AlphaLab Gear Hardware Cup is a pitch competition for early-stage hardware startups. The
Cup will be touring six regions in the United States, with events in Pittsburgh, Los Angeles,
Boston, Washington DC, Chicago and Austin. To be eligible, participants must be an early-stage
hardware startup with at least one physical product component.
###
About Nobo
Headquartered in Milwaukee, Wis., Nobo is a technology company that develops non-invasive
sensing technologies for clinicians, athletic trainers and motivated consumers to approach and
understand the human body in entirely new ways. The company helps users measure and
interpret important physiologic signals so they can act on the results to improve health and
physical performance. Nobo's first product is a wearable device that continuously measures an
individual's fluid and hydration levels. For more information about Nobo and its technology,
please visit www.nobo.io.

